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St Mary’s is the parish church of Ticehurst, an East Sussex village with a population c.2,500. The earliest
written evidence is an 1180AD reference to “Adam, Presbyter de Tychenherste”. Nothing definitively of
that date remains: what is seen today is almost all of the late 14th century, with much restoration and
alteration in the centuries since. The Grade II* church building is surrounded by almost 3 acres of
churchyard, providing a place of peace and tranquillity which is much loved by the wider community.
In every generation down the ages, Christian communities have sought to discern the call of God to
reach out to the wider community with the good news of Jesus Christ in ways that our relevant and
speak to contemporary challenges. In the context of 21st century climate change and biodiversity loss,
the Christian community at St Mary’s has become increasingly aware of their calling as disciples of Jesus
Christ to be active and visible in their concern for the created world. This was understood by the PCC
to be a mission imperative: a meeting of the PCC in January 2019 unanimously voted to go ahead and
register for A Rocha’s Eco Church Scheme. The PCC elected a committed group of people, including a
member of the leadership team and a churchwarden, to take the project forward. Since that time, our
Eco Church group has maintained a close working relationship with the PCC who endorse our projects
and to whom we report regularly.
Within a few months of registering, St Mary’s was able to apply for their Bronze Award. As we were
already fairly environmentally aware, a few small steps, most notably the renewal of Fairtrade Church
status, were enough to gain this first award.
This was followed by the much more ambitious Churchyard Project. The project involved visits to other
churches, advice from ecologists and experts, wide consultation with the public, and culminated in a
Churchyard Management Plan. This document provides a guide to ongoing developments and
improvement of church land for the benefit of wildlife, taking careful account of the other functions of
the churchyard. Other benefits of the project have accrued, most notably active participation and
support from members of the wider community, and the opportunity to deepen and widen the church’s
creation spirituality and lifestyle choices. We received the Silver Award in July 2020.
Much of the Eco Group’s energies since gaining the Silver have been focused on climate change and
the lead-up to COP26 and this has provided an opportunity on the one hand to work on community
engagement, and on the other, to consider how to reach the Church of England’s net zero target. To
help with the latter, St Mary’s commissioned an ESOS energy survey, and registered with Climate
Steward’s Carbon360 calculator. Despite the challenges of this year, our Eco Church Group has also
organised community events, including the Count on Nature in June and the Great Big Green Week in
September. Both provided the chance to raise awareness in the wider community, including amongst
businesses and the local school, and to gather people together to discuss a range of climate change
related issues. We believe that our recent activity provides a strong case for the Gold Award.
The following pages give more background and evidence of what we have achieved in each area of the
survey.
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Worship and Teaching
St Mary’s is served by a stipendiary vicar, Ashley Evans, and a licensed lay reader, Penny Evans. Our lay
reader acts as our environmental champion and chairs the Eco Church project. The leadership are fully
supportive of and active in helping the church progress through the Eco Church scheme to gain awards,
seeing this as an essential part of the church’s mission (Q1).
For a few years now, we have thought carefully about how to embed our love of God's creation and our
responsibility to care for it, into our theology and our worshipping life as a Christian community. To
this end, we try to reinforce what we communicate through liturgy and preaching by offering
opportunities for members of the congregation to go further: for example, we used Operation Noah’s
'Tenants of the King' for a Lent Study Course in 2020, and this year (on Zoom) used the USPG 'For Such
a Time as This' study guide, which had a strong focus on ecological justice (Q8). In addition, we regularly
communicate and reflect on our care of God’s world through newsletters, our church website and social
media (Q9). We also write monthly articles on our Eco Church projects or other environmental themes
in the local villages’ magazine ‘News and Views’ – the most recent one giving tips on a greener
Christmas. This, along with our social media posts, have a much wider circulation than our church
members. Our Eco Church noticeboard includes permanent information about Fairtrade, Toilet
Twinning, and LOAF principles.
Caring for God’s earth is included as a theme in special services across the year, including Rogation,
Creation Sunday, Harvest, Animal Welfare Sunday and Climate Change Sunday, and at other times of
the year depending on lectionary readings (Q1). We plan services carefully and incorporate creation
themes into sermons, liturgies, prayers and songs (Q2,3,4). We have written new liturgies for Climate
Sunday and Creation Season, including a new Animal Welfare/Pet Service liturgy. We have been
imaginative in incorporating creation themes into hymns and songs throughout the year. Intercessions
nearly always include prayers for the environment (Q2,3). We focus on God as Creator, and regularly
reinforce the idea that we humans are called to be co-creators with God in working towards a more
equal world of justice and peace for both people and planet.
We offer a broad mix of worship styles, now including two services a month which are intergenerational.
Our work with children and young people was significantly impacted by the pandemic. In 2019 we ran
a monthly Breakfast Church, an annual summer Holiday Club, a Confirmation class and a monthly AllAge Service with a youth choir, all of which included environmental themes. Besides online school
assemblies, this work went into abeyance during the pandemic. However, in September we began an
outdoor Forest Church which has appealed to both adults and children/young people. It focusses
strongly on encouraging and enabling a deeper connection between faith and the natural world – see
Appendix 1 for photos (Q6,7). We re-introduced a monthly Family Service in November.
Going through a period of crisis – climate emergency and biodiversity loss – and now global pandemic
brought on by our broken relationship with nature, has helped us to enhance our focus on God's
creation and our place within it. This has included elements of lament and intercession alongside praise
and celebration. Our commitment to the environment through our worship is communicated both in
church, outside, and now also virtually. Our livestreaming throughout the pandemic reached a much
larger number than we could reach in church.
Our Harvest Festival this year included an invited speaker representing A Rocha, and, coming at the end
of the Great Big Green Week, and only a few weeks before COP26, the service was well attended and
had a strong emphasis on climate change (Q5).
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Buildings
St Mary’s is a Grade II* listed building, with a high vaulted ceiling and stained-glass windows throughout,
and it is difficult therefore to make the building energy efficient. Wherever possible we have taken
action to draught-proof parts of the building which are particularly susceptible to energy loss. There is
a modern inner glass door at the main entrance; a curtain has been installed to minimise drafts from
the belfry door; and an energy efficient extension was built at the beginning of the millennium, providing
further draft proofing at the south porch exit point. This modern addition provides us with efficient
dual-flush toilet facilities and a space for meetings and refreshments; it is fully insulated and all but one
of the windows are double glazed, the one exception being a stained-glass window which was moved
in the process of the building work (Q8,12). While it is a fairly small space when compared with many
church halls, it is our default space for PCC meetings and other church and outreach events, wherever
the numbers allow. Our gas boiler is a modern efficient condensing boiler with timer settings, making
it as energy efficient as possible (Q6). We have drawn up a planning grid (see Appendix 2) with targets
for year-on-year improvements, with the aim of becoming carbon net zero (Q2).
We are trying to monitor our energy usage over the long term, although restricted use during the
pandemic has made this problematic. We have registered with Climate Steward’s Carbon360 tool. This
was completed for the year 2020, although the result is flawed due to data being inadvertently included
from the previous year. Our carbon footprint came out at 7.37 tonnes. We plan to complete the
questionnaire in early January for a more accurate 2021 calculation, which will enable us to make
decisions on carbon offsetting at our next PCC meeting in January (Q3). We use the Church of England’s
Energy Footprint Tool, and, for 2020 we received ratings of C emissions per m2 and E emissions per
person hour, with a carbon footprint calculated at 5.8 tonnes (Q2). In addition, in May 2021, we
commissioned a more detailed survey from ESOS-Energy, which was carried out by Dr Paul Hamley. The
survey concluded that we were already fairly efficient, using 6% less electricity and 70% less heating
energy than would be expected for a church of this size. This was a comprehensive report, giving
recommendations in a number of areas, designed to improve both energy efficiency and carbon
footprint. Some recommendations were already included on our planning schedule. We felt that the
following actions could be implemented in the short to medium term:
• Additional door draft proofing measures. On the draughty historic timber doors install
brush draught strips, hessian or felt pads or ‘sausage dog’ style excluders. The estimated
annual cost saving would be in the region of £16. We have now installed ‘sausage dog’
style excluders on the choir vestry west door.
• Install Endotherm heat transfer fluid to the radiators. This would cost in the region of £260
and give us an estimated annual cost saving of £81 (a 3 year pay-back period). We have
considered this but the quotation from our engineer is much higher, at £518, and the
potential 10-15% savings cannot be guaranteed (at best, a 6 year pay-back period). A
decision on this will be deferred until we have looked into the option of electric pew heaters.
• Install reflective material between the radiators and the external walls. This has now been
done.
• Change the eleven remaining CFL lights to LED and replace the six internal floodlights in
the nave to LED’s. This would cost in the region of £180, with an annual cost saving of £63
(a 3 year pay-back period). This is now being actioned (Q15,16)
• Switch to 100% renewable gas and electricity tariffs when current contracts come to an end.
We have already committed to doing this – April 2022 for gas, and 2023 for electricity
(Q4,5).
The survey also reflected on our longer-term heating strategy, and recommended that we investigate
options for boiler replacement by researching under-pew electric heaters. This would be the most viable
and effective action in moving the church to carbon net zero. Justification for this could be made on
the grounds of creation care, the extra expense being considered as a mission cost. This chimes with
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our existing strategy and environmental perspective, which led us to appoint a sub-committee in 2020
to explore electric heating options (that brief was broadened in January 2021 to include the Church of
England’s 2030 carbon zero target). The survey helpfully suggested some popular options that other
churches have installed. This is something that we are actively considering.
We have also given serious consideration to the possibility of generating renewal energy on our
premises. We have been advised that our building usage is too low for an air source heat pump to be
a viable option, as it is infrequently used during the week. We seriously considered solar panels and
spent a considerable amount of time obtaining a survey and advice from a solar co-operative called
Energise South. This took place over several months in the summer of 2020 (Q32). The conclusion that
this would not be viable has been confirmed more recently by our energy survey with ESOS-Energy.
However, we are keeping abreast of developments and will reconsider this if improved designs that are
more compatible come onto the market.
The Vicarage is a 1960’s building, with the church office at the front of the building. It is fully doubleglazed and insulated, and lighting has gradually been replaced and is now almost all LED
(Q9,10,13,14,17,18). Toilets are dual flush or have water saving devices installed (Q22). Church and office
toilets are both Toilet Twinned. Our water supply to church and vicarage is metered (Q20). While we
would struggle to obtain faculty approval for water butts around the church, two large water butts have
been installed at the vicarage (Q20,21).
Our decisions, across all areas of church life and in all our premises, are geared towards reducing our
carbon footprint. This is informed by our Environmental Policy, which was approved by the PCC in
August 2020. See Appendix 3 for a copy of this. We strive to minimise waste, avoid plastic and
disposables, plant native trees, use eco-friendly cleaning products, and use recycled toilet paper
(Q24,25,26). In the office and church, we recycle or reuse paper, reduce printing by emailing paperwork,
and we have moved to using recycled printer paper (Q27,28,31).

Land
Our churchyard and a small area of adjacent church land comprises about 3 acres. It is an open space,
well used as a recreational space by the community, and available for prayer and contemplation. Our
Forest Church takes place in the churchyard, along with occasional prayer and worship events (Q15,16).
We were inspired early on in our Eco Church journey to consider how we might enhance our land for
wildlife and community engagement, these two Eco Church categories being closely related in our
planning (Q1,2). We are members of Caring for God’s Acre, and have made use of their resources in
developing our churchyard for wildlife, and in our growing partnership with the school and community
(Q12).
At the start of our churchyard project, we sought specialist advice from the High Weald AONB and went
to view local churches that were committed to conservation on their land. We commissioned an
ecologist to conduct a plant survey and she advised us to draw up a Churchyard Management Plan,
which we then presented at a public meeting (Q17). Some elements that we considered incorporating
were not followed through because of public objection, e.g. a proposed pond on church land adjacent
to a residential area (Q5). See separate attachment for a copy of the Churchyard Management Plan.
The management plan involved zoning different areas of the churchyard according to their functions,
with the aim of increasing summer meadow areas, depending on resources available. We now grow an
area of the churchyard as summer meadow and next summer will be similarly managing a further area
of church land adjacent to the churchyard (Q6,7,8). A large second area of churchyard is grown long
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until June to allow plants to flower and encourage pollinators (Q6,7,8). In addition, we encourage
wildlife by planting native trees, leaving areas of wild brambles, creating log piles and managing
hedgerows so as not to disturb nesting birds. With help from the local Scout Beaver group we have
made and installed bird boxes, bug boxes, a hedgehog house and a bat box (Q3). About 40% of our
land is used as pasture for a small flock of rare-breed sheep.
We have drawn in volunteers from the wider community who help with events, surveys, tree planting
and management of the meadow. We have conducted moth, bird and butterfly surveys, and in 2021
participated for the first time in the Count on Nature scheme, surveying predominantly the churchyard
flora, the results of which have been entered onto the National Biodiversity Network database (Q11) .
We promoted this event by writing articles and advertising. As part of this project, we designed a nature
trail around the churchyard to draw attention to wildlife-friendly features and to encourage visitors to
make similar changes in their own gardens. Our plans were limited by the pandemic this year, but we
are hoping to continue with the Count on Nature initiative next year, expanding its reach to include the
local primary school.
The churchyard is always open to visitors, and the Great Big Green Week this September gave us the
opportunity to build on this by offering a range of other community events in the churchyard, some
organised by the church and some by community groups (Q15,16). This included a tree planting event,
comprising 6 native wildlife friendly trees (rowan, crab apple, apple, pear and plum) mostly on a small
plot of land owned by the church which is adjacent to the churchyard (Q10,13). Each tree was sponsored
by a member of the community. In addition, the primary school launched a gardening club during the
week by installing a herb planter in our garden of remembrance (Q13). A member of our Eco Church
group is helping the school run the club, which aims to establish raised vegetable and flower beds in
the school grounds.
We have further activities planned for next year, including new hedgehog and swift projects, both of
which have been delayed by the pandemic. We hope to develop these projects with significant
community engagement. We have already had contact and advice from the Swift Conservation body,
who are designing swift boxes for our bell tower.
We do not have public composting facilities on our church land, although we do compost the meadow
grass at the rear of the sheep’s field (Q14). This provides winter cover for small mammals and insects.
We do not currently have wildlife feeding stations on our church land over concerns expressed by some
members of our team that bird-feeders, while helping dominant species, can have a detrimental impact
on ‘subordinate species’ (Q4). By way of compromise, birdfeeders are a prominent feature of the
vicarage garden, which is adjacent to the churchyard. A pond has also been built in the vicarage garden,
very close to the boundary with the churchyard (Q5). No chemicals are used on any of our church land
(Q9).

Community and Global Engagement
Members of the Eco Church planning group are, or have been, involved to varying extents in local green
activities and groups, for example, in The Time is Now Virtual Lobby, Green Christian events, and the
Rother Environmental Group (Q4). Members have also attended national events and conferences. This
year we took the decision to run The Great Big Green Week in the two villages in our benefice. A range
of outdoor activities were on offer, such as yoga and painting, designed to bring the wider community
together and to help people engage with nature (Q9). We also ran a Swap Shop and Plant Swap to
encourage recycling, reusing and sharing. This is something we plan to repeat on a regular basis. We
also showed two films, My Octopus Teacher and Fantastic Fungi to encourage greater understanding of
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the extraordinary power of nature and our responsibility to take care of it (Q5). The week included a
talk by a local conservation charity who are restoring a walled kitchen garden along with 22 acres of
High Weald AONB, with a vision to create healthier more connected communities through growing,
eating and sharing together (Q5). Our primary school ran environment-themed art and poetry
competitions as part of this event, as well as forming a new gardening club. We have also engaged with
our local MP Hugh Merriman on environmental issues – he attended our Count on Nature event this
year, where we discussed biodiversity and climate change issues; we followed this up by inviting him to
a more formal community event (very well attended) as part of our Great Big Green Week, where he
spoke about his role as Chair of the Transport Select Committee and its relationship to COP26, and
engaged in a lively discussion about green transport issues locally, nationally and internationally (Q1,2).
Examples of posters and displays relating to the Great Big Green Week community events are collected
in Appendix 4. See separate attachment for full programme of events.
As part of our work on the churchyard we have been guided by a conservationist from the High Weald
AONB and an ecologist who conducted a plant survey. Both have given us invaluable advice, and played
a part in the public presentation of our Churchyard Management Plan - this was very well attended with
approximately 40 people from the community. The church has also hosted other well-attended public
events on environmental issues, such as inviting a local sheep farmer to talk and answer questions on a
project to create carbon neutral sheep and how this approach creates healthier land and healthier sheep.
We tend not to invite environmentalist speakers to our worship services, as our vicar generally prefers
not to, although we did host an A Rocha speaker, Gareth Martin, at our Harvest Festival this year because
it felt more appropriate to do so, it being the culmination of our Great Big Green Week (Q3).
We organise events that provide an opportunity for local people to enjoy nature: prior to the pandemic
we organised a Rogation walk and picnic, and held an annual prayer breakfast which involved a time of
reflection in the churchyard. These events have been on hold for the past two years. This year we held
part of the Rogation service outside and organised a community picnic in the churchyard. We now run
a regular Forest Church with a specific focus on engaging with the created world. (Q9)
We are a registered Fairtrade Church and regularly support and raise awareness about Fairtrade,
including marking Fairtrade Fortnight with donations raised at a coffee morning which are given to the
Fairtrade Foundation, and awareness-raising via social media and articles in the local villages’ magazine.
This year we invited a Fairtrade Foundation speaker to address our virtual coffee morning during
Fairtrade Fortnight ((Q5,16,19,20).
We are not involved as a church with local conservation work, although some individual members take
part in RSPB/Wildlife Trust work (Q6).
The Eco Church scheme is encouraged by our vicar at chapter meetings, and has been actively promoted
through a presentation to Deanery Synod in April 2021, with the presentation and talk widely shared
amongst clergy and parish reps for use in their PCC's. We have also provided support and advice to
other churches in the area. Our Eco Church activities have been featured in our Diocesan magazine
and on local radio (Q12).
This year we promoted Earth Hour, both within the church and wider community, and for several years
have encouraged an annual carbon fast during Lent (Q14). For the past two years we have run a climatechange themed Lent course: last year Operation Noah's 'Tenants of the King', this year USPG's 'For Such
a Time as This' – about ecological justice and the effects of climate change on Christian communities
globally (Q18). Next year we plan to do weekly sustainability actions for Lent in partnership with the
school and wider community.
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We have registered with Tearfund’s Climate Emergency Toolkit and written and engaged with our local
MP over issues relating to the climate emergency. We have signed the Climate Coalition’s declaration

for a ‘healthy, greener, fairer tomorrow’ and have also encouraged individuals to sign (Q15,16)

The Church is committed to a number of principles which help to embed environmental sustainability
into our life together and individually. Users of our premises are encouraged to minimise resource use
and switch off lights (Q11). Our toilets (church and church office/vicarage) are twinned (Q17). We have
adopted LOAF principles as a church, and we are confident that most donations of food for church
events follow these principles wherever possible. There are always vegan and vegetarian options
available. (Q21,22,23,24,25,26). We take steps to reduce food waste, using up leftovers and composting
where possible (Q27). We have committed to financially support A Rocha and Water Aid on a regular
annual basis, and we raise funds for the Fairtrade Foundation each year during Fairtrade Fortnight (Q19).
We have chosen to pray regularly for two projects in Ghana: one is an A Rocha project, the Atewa Forest,
the other is Ashanti Development, a charity with which a member of our Eco Church group has a
connection (Q13). While the parish council organise regular litter picks in the area, individual church
members also participate in litter picking as individuals or as part of organised events (Q7).
All of the above actions are embedded in our spiritual life together through worship, prayer and study.
Regular email circulars and our Eco Church noticeboard help to keep the congregation informed and
foster a commitment to creation care, both on an individual and a community level.

Lifestyle
The PCC appointed our Eco Church group in January 2019 to take forward our commitment to
environmental causes. This is comprised of mainly members of the PCC, although at various times we
have drawn in other interested people from within and outside the church. There is a small core group,
and a wider group that focuses on the churchyard. Penny Evans coordinates the group and chairs our
planning meetings. (Q1)
As a Fairtrade Church, ASWA Animal Friendly Church and member of Green Christian, promotion of an
ethical personal lifestyle has become a core part of our life together, something that we believe is a
fundamental part of our Christian character. We are committed to regularly including in our preaching
and small group teaching discussion on use of Fairtrade and LOAF principles, and lifestyle changes that
reduce our impact on the planet's resources. We operate a communal Christmas Card scheme for the
congregation (Q8). We gently encourage cycling, walking and car sharing, aware that as a rural
community with limited public transport the car is often the only option (Q2,3). Car sharing is always
arranged for diocesan events. Our surprise joint win as ASWA’s Animal Friendly Church of the Year
2020, enabled us to stimulate discussion about animal-friendly lifestyle choices – not just food choices,
but also how we garden and relate to the natural world. These principles are offered as an option in
the context of environmental responsibility rather than making people feel guilty! Information on this,
and other lifestyle choices, is also displayed on our Eco Church noticeboard and on our website
(Q9,10,14). A special display on the churchyard during our recent Great Big Green Week included
information on wildlife-friendly gardening. A second interactive display promoted reflection by
including lifestyle tips which were drawn from a leaflet produced by Green Christian. These tips are
displayed on our permanent Eco Church noticeboard.
The church is not involved in a food cooperative (Q11). However, many of our members grow their own
produce, or forage for berries, and donate jams, chutneys and preserves to events for fundraising; excess
vegetable/fruit produce is given away or left in the church porch for anyone to take. We regularly collect
groceries and good quality used clothes for the local diocesan foodbank (the Family Support Work
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charity). There is a collection point at the back of the church, although during the pandemic the
coordinators have preferred to collect direct from donors. This year our Harvest Festival came at the
end of the Great Big Green Week, and we were amazed at the generous donations towards the foodbank.
We also ran a Swap Shop and Plant Swap as part of this week, promoting the concepts of re-using,
recycling, repurposing and sharing (Q7). We accepted a wide range of items, including good quality
household items and clothing. This will be a more regular activity for us from now on.
We encourage church members to reflect on personal carbon footprint and other environmental and
ethical lifestyle choices through worship services and sermons, Lent carbon fasts, noticeboard displays,
social media posts and our website (Q4,5,6,14). We have encouraged use of carbon footprint tools,
such as https://footprint.wwf.org.uk/. For Lent last year, we produced a 40-day ethical lifestyle challenge,
which was also posted on both church and village social media pages. We regularly include articles in
our monthly village magazine, giving lifestyle tips. For example, this month’s edition includes tips on a
greener Christmas. As part of our Climate Sunday service this year we invited church members to
complete a simple personal lifestyle audit. This is included as a separate attachment, showing numbers
of responses for each question. We were encouraged by the results, which have given us a helpful steer
for future Eco Church activities and projects (Q15). As part of our Great Big Green Week, we held a
‘Coffee and Conversation’ event which included conversation starters on green issues – we realised that
this provided a valuable forum for discussion and have now formed a Green Drinks group bringing
together church and community members to explore what more we can do together. A plastic-free
picnic at the end of this week of events was characterised by lively discussion on green issues, again
providing a forum for people to voice their concerns and reflect on how they might respond.
Ethical savings for individuals are encouraged in a gentle way, but the lifestyle audit did reveal a plea
for more information on this, which is something we plan to take further action on (Q12,15). Our
church’s investments are held in the Church of England Investment Fund, which is operated by CCLA,
an ethical investor (Q13). Our current account is with Nat West, approximately 13% of our total value.
We are currently investigating ethical fund.

Penny Evans
11th December 2021
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Appendix 1
FOREST CHURCH – some examples of themes

‘For everything there is a season…’ Eccl 3:1
Reflecting on the changing of the seasons
to think about balance in our lives

‘Ask the plants…and they will teach you’
Job 12:8 Reflecting on the amazing life of
trees to discover lessons for living in
community
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Appendix 2

CATEGORY: BUILDINGS
Task/Category
Record the church’s
energy use.

Description/Steps Persons
Timeframe Resources
responsible
needed/
budget

Barriers

Comments

Use Energy Footprint Tool
Enter energy use on the
Parish Annual Return.
Map progress from year
to year.

Judith

Annually when
Parish Returns
submitted (end
Jan each year).

First completed January 2021. Annually
thereafter.

Register with
https://360carbon.org

Complete questionnaire
Monitor annually.

Judith

Attempt for
2020, then
annually.

Good tool for offsetting and setting
targets for yearly energy improvements.

Commission energy
survey (special offer
through Parish Buying
Scheme – ESOS
Energy).
Review energy use
across the church’s
activities.

Limited number available
so will need to act
quickly.

Judith

Early 2021.
Survey May
2021.

PCC to make decisions on results.

Lighting – replace ALL
with low energy LED.

Judith

Review
floodlight bulb
prices in 2022.

Switch to green energy
providers or go for a
green tariff.

Judith

Review when
current
contracts are
up – April 2022
for gas, 2023
for electricity.

Draft proofing on old
external doors.

Judith

Autumn 2021
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£180 total for
internal lights

Price of
floodlight
bulb

In process. Most now LED apart from two
floodlight bulbs.
Use the Big Church Switch scheme
(www.bigchurchswitch.org.uk) and parish
buying scheme
(http://www.parishbuying.org.uk/energybasket)
N.B. Remember to submit a VAT
declaration form when changing contract
or supplier.
Sausage dog style draft proofing has now
been installed against the West Door
(choir vestry).

Switch to recycled
paper in office
Cycle racks

Investigate installing
Endotherm heat transfer
fluid to radiators.

Judith

Autumn 2021

£260

Price

Much more expensive than the likely cost
given in the energy report. Delay until we
decide on timeframe for electric underpew heaters.

Review heating system to
explore options for
under-pew heating.
Present to PCC for
deliberation.

Working Group
- Judith,
Marianne, Peter

Explore options
in 2022

Next order
(autumn 2021)

Capital costs
and running
costs (a
mission
necessity?)

The PCC has set up a working group to
consider the options for switching to
electric heating.
See ESOS survey for full details.

Penny

Capital costs of
£31,926 –
£56,610
depending on
type

Expand recycling
facilities
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This has now been done.
Is there anyone locally who might make
us a 3-cycle rack (maybe using recycled
materials)?
Could we consider offering recycling
facilities to the community for items
difficult to recycle locally e.g. crisp
packets, stamps, batteries?

Appendix 3
St Mary the Virgin Church, Ticehurst
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Here in St Mary’s Church, we are committed to protecting the environment and minimising harmful
impacts. As well as being a practical response to the environment, this policy flows out of our
discipleship as followers of Jesus Christ, and is grounded in our faith, the key elements of which can
be summarised as follows:
•
•
•

Through Christ, God has created an awesome and majestic cosmos to bring Him praise and
glory. We are but one part of His created order.
Jesus has redeemed the whole earth through His death and resurrection.
We recognise that we have a special responsibility to care for the Earth so that human life
and all God’s creatures may be sustained in harmony.

Aim
As a local church, we aim to take the practical steps necessary to realise the Fifth Mark of Mission,
which is “to strive to safeguard the integrity of creation and to sustain the life of the earth”.
Objective
As a church community, we will take environmental concerns into account in our mission, worship,
study, education, training, pastoral, administrative and other projects and programmes.
Actions
1. We will participate in the Eco Church programme.
2. We will appoint a person as our Environmental Champion, who might be the chair of the Eco
Church group. S/he will lead our environmental programme and bring relevant
environmental issues and concerns to the PCC on a regular basis.
3. Wherever possible, we will work with local environmental groups and others in our local
community to identify local environmental issues, and play a part in developing actions to
tackle them.
4. We will include our concern for sustainability, creation care and animal welfare in our
worship and teaching.
5. We will identify and support a number of local, national and overseas environmental
charities and projects, keep abreast of current environmental issues, and participate in
campaigns where appropriate.
6. We will undertake an environmental and energy audit of the church premises and property,
identify the most significant issues and impacts which should be addressed and make and
implement plans and programmes to tackle them, recognising that some additional costs
may be incurred in order to minimise environmental impacts.
7. As the church’s energy use is arguably its greatest environmental issue, we will seek,
wherever possible, to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of the electricity and gas used in
church premises by:
• Switching to “green” energy suppliers
• Using thermostats for temperature control
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•
•
•
•

Fitting LED light bulbs
Improving insulation wherever practicable
Turning off lights, appliances and computers when not in use
Replacing old, inefficient boilers where practicable and investigating renewable
heating alternatives

8. We will encourage our congregation wherever possible to use forms of transport to church,
meetings etc. which have minimum or reduced environmental impact – e.g. walking, cycling,
car sharing.
9. We will seek ways to reduce material consumption and the impact of our activities on the
environment by, wherever possible:
• using email rather than sending hard copies
• using recycled paper
• reusing/repairing or recycling items
• using low environmental impact cleaning materials
• avoiding the use of disposable plastic products where practical (e.g. plastic bags,
cups, cutlery and straws)
10. We will seek to use LOAF principles at social events and services which involve food: locally
produced, organic, animal friendly, and Fairtrade. Vegan and vegetarian options will always
be available, and red meat and dairy products will be kept to a minimum.
11. We will avoid using water unnecessarily, install water meters where appropriate, check for
leakages, fit water minimising systems to taps and cisterns wherever appropriate and
practicable.
12. We will assess our land and property for wildlife and manage them to conserve and
encourage biodiversity.
13. We will encourage individual members of our congregations to take actions in their personal
lives to complement and supplement these actions of the church community.
14. We will communicate this policy to our congregation, church groups and all users of the
church and seek their cooperation to follow these guidelines.
This policy was approved by the PCC in August 2020 and will be reviewed every three years in light of
developments. Next review date August 2023
Useful Resources:
Eco Church, A Rocha: https://ecochurch.arocha.org.uk/
Diocese of Chichester Environment webpages https://www.chichester.anglican.org/environment/
Shrinking the Footprint, Church Care www.churchcare.co.uk/shrinking-the-footprint/aboutshrinkingthe-footprint
Caring for God’s Acre, churchyard care www.caringforgodsacre.org.uk/
Climate Stewards https://www.climatestewards.org/
Pray and Fast for the Climate www.prayandfastfortheclimate.org.uk/
Green Christian www.greenchristian.org.uk/
Operation Noah http://operationnoah.org/
Anglican Society for the Welfare of Animals https://www.aswa.org.uk/
Churches Together in Britain and Ireland environment webpage https://ctbi.org.uk/environmentlinks#ecochurch
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Appendix 4
Posters of some events during the Great Big Green Week, September 2021
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Display board in St Mary’s Church on the Churchyard for the Great Big Green Week

Display board at local primary school with sample of work for the Great Big Green Week
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